
#1 4.5 45 $10SEABIRD IPA
A highly sessionable, premium IPA, brewed with Magnum, Citra, Cascade, and Mosaic hops.
Takes its name from Pabst’s last steamship, a catalyst for him to enter the beer business in 1864

#2 5.2 5GOODRICH GALLEY GOSE
First brewed in the 13th century, this traditional German-style Gose is brewed using

malted wheat, and possesses a sour profile with a light kiss of sea-salt. Refreshing and tart

#3 6.9 11FRENCH TOAST DARK ALE
Brewed in collaboration with Indeed Brewing this pastry stout was brewed with Pale ale, Chocolate,

and Blonde Roasted Oat malt and tastes like biting into a stack of French toast covered in maple syrup

#4 7.0 20PABST MAIBOCK
Brewed in a traditional way with generous amounts of Munich Malt and traditional German hops

than lagered for two months this malty full flavored Bock is a celebration of spring
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CAPTAIN PABST SIGNATURE SERIES

#5 4.6 25SAILOR’S DELIGHT IRISH RED
Premium Pilsen base malt, Victory malt and Triticale give this beer a subtle sweetness along with notes

 of roasted barley. Our Irish red is a complex and refreshing take on this time honored style

6.3 55NEBULA IPA
Dry hopped with Cascade, Galaxy, Mosaic, and Azacca hops this IPA pairs the resinous

and piney traditional American IPA flavors with lots of citrus notes to create a well-balanced IPA

4.7 12BLUE RIBBON
NUFF SAID!!

(also available in a 16oz. Tallboy can) 

5.0 16PABST ANDEKER
A Helles Lager, this crisp, bright beer’s malty body is built with Pilsner and Munich malts.

Caramel malts add a touch of sweetness and depth of color

5.5 12SCHLITZ ERLANGER
Brewed with premium Pilsen malt and hopped with traditional German hops, this high quality lager

is a Schlitz heritage recipe that was considered the highest tier of Schlitz during its prime
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#10 8.1 75DOUBLE IPA V.1
This double IPA is bursting with hop flavor paired with a formidable malt backbone brewed with
CTZ, Cascade, Azacca, and Sabro hops this well balanced IPA is a perfect choice for hop lovers

5.5 10PEACHES & CREAM ALE
For this perfect summer beer we amped up our regular Cream Ale recipe brewed with 2-row base malt

and white wheat malt by finishing it with natural peach flavor and vanilla

5.0SOS SELTZER Gluten Free!
This crisp light seltzer will save you from all the carbs in our delicious craft beers.
Made in-house with a secret recipe and flavored with strawberry and basil
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#13 COMING BACK SOON!

BUY THREE CROWLERS
GET ONE for FREEEE!
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SEABIRD IPA
4-Pack of 16oz. cans for $8

PABST BLUE RIBBON
24-Pack of 16oz. cans for $15


